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See San Francisco: Through The Lens
Of SFGirlbyBay

From internationally popular design blogger SF Girl By Bay comes the ultimate love letter to San
Francisco. This gorgeously photographed lifestyle guide gives readers an insider's tour of the City
by the Bay through Victoria Smith's unique lens. Organized by neighborhood, each chapter features
enchanting photos of hidden corners, local color, landmarks, and hot spots, revealing why so many
people, Victoria included, fall head over heels for this amazing city. Brimming with original, dreamy
photography and packaged as a gorgeous jacketed hardcover, this lovely book makes a perfect gift
for photography fans, San Francisco dwellers, visitors to the city, or those who have left their hearts
in San Francisco.
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I don't usually write reviews, but this book deserves the effort. (I don't write well.) I live in the
midwest. I've never been to San Francisco, but it has always held a fascination for me. This book IS
the next best thing to being there. Some text and many beautiful colorful photos give you a feel for
and flavor of the city. If you're debating about the book -- don't hesitate. Buy it!

As soon as I heard Victoria Smith (sfgirlbybay) was working on a book with Chronicle books, I knew
it would be amazing. Beautiful photography in her signature style showing all the neighborhoods,
this book is sure to give you a new point of view of the city.

Beautiful book of a one of the most photogenic cities on earth. Victoria has a unique view point and

a wonderful sense of design in her images and juxtapositions. Great gift especially for anyone you
know who might be missing SF.

I bought this book a week before moving to San Francisco, and let's just say it inspired me to make
the most of every day in my new home. The beautiful pictures make it seem as though the entire
city is veiled in a layer of pastel pinks and blues. Victoria has such an eye for capturing details that
so often go unnoticed and unappreciated. It's a great and worthwhile purchase no matter where you
live - it will force you to slow down and look around for the simple beauty in every day. Not to
mention, it's a stylish addition to any bookshelf or coffee table!

This book is gorgeous and clearly reflects the view point and favorite filters of SF Girl by the Bay
Victoria Smith. Fans of her blog would be thrilled to get this lovely little book. Serves as a great
piece for inspiration for capturing my own images.

The pictures are all out of focus. Everything is done in a pastel retro look and while that's okay, the
out of focus got to me after awhile. Good information to read, though. Save your money, just leaf
through it or find it at the library.

Organized by neighborhood, this is THE book to guide you through San Francisco with style and
magic. Victoria Smith is a blogger extraordinaire and a style maven of exquisite delight. Just looking
at this book makes me happy. Get it for all your SF fans!!!

You can see the love she has for this beautiful city in every photograph. San Francisco has always
been a favorite destination for me, now I can wait to get back!
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